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HULL SUBORDINATION AND EXTREMAL PROBLEMS FOR

STARLIKE AND SPIRALLIKE MAPPINGS

BY

THOMAS H. MacGREGOR(l)

ABSTRACT.   Let Í   bca compact subset of the family 3 of functions analytic

in A= \z: \z\ < 1 ¡, and let  £ be a continuous linear operator of order zero on Q.

We show that if the extreme points of the closed convex hull of  if is the set

\fAxz)\ (\x\ = 1), then   £(/)  is hull subordinate to   £(/n)  in A.   This generalizes

results of R. M. Robinson corresponding to families Î of functions that are sub-

ordinate to (1 + z)/(l — z) or to   1/(1 — z)  .   Families  5 to which this theorem ap-

plies are discussed and we identify each such operator £  with a suitable se-

quence of complex numbers.

Suppose that ♦ is a nonconstant entire function and that 0 < \zA < 1.   We

show that the maximum of  Re ¡♦[log (/(Zq)/zq)J! over the class of starlike func-

tions of order   a is attained only by the functions f(z) = z/(l — xz)   ~      , \x\ =1.

A similar result is obtained for spirallike mappings.   Both results generalize a

theorem of G. M. Golusin corresponding to the family of starlike mappings.

1. Introduction.  In the first half of this paper we present a generalization of

theorems proved by R. M. Robinson in  [14] concerning the application of a linear

operator to both sides of a subordination relation. We first need to introduce some

notation and terminology.

Let 0 denote the set of functions analytic in  A = |z: |z| < lj. Then 0 is a

locally convex linear topological space with respect to the topology given by uni-

form convergence on compact subsets of  A.  By a continuous linear operator we

mean a mapping 1 of U into 0 which is linear and continuous; briefly, ¿Aaf + bg) =

a£(/) + bx.ig), and if /   —> f then M/ ) —»!.(/), each convergence being uniform

on  compact subsets of   A.   An operator   °L   is  said to be of order zero if

jx[/(i^)]!|w=     = x[/(xz)] for each / in Öf and for each complex number x with
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0 < |x| < 1. We say that / is hull subordinate to g in A if / and g belong to d

and if \w: w = f(z), \z\ < r\ is contained in the convex hull of \w: w- = giz), \z\ <r\

tot each  r (0 < r < 1). (For introductory facts about subordination we refer the

reader to  [11, pp. 226— ].)

One of the results proved by Robinson in  [14] is the following theorem.

Theorem A.  // /(z)   is subordinate to giz) = (1 + z)/(l - z) in A and if Jl

is any continuous linear operator of order zero, then £(/)  is hull subordinate to

£(g) in A.

The family of functions / satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A is the

same as the set / of functions in d that satisfy Re fAz)>0 and /(0) = 1.

Robinson obtained the conclusion of Theorem A more generally when g is any

conformai mapping of A onto a ha If-plane. He also proved such a theorem for

functions that are subordinate to gAz) = 1/(1 - z)    in A.

Theorem 1 in this paper generalizes these results.  Let  $¡>J denote the

closed convex hull of any subset A of d, and let  ©§J" denote the extreme points

of  ÍCJ   (see   [A, Chapter 5] for basic definitions and results).  We show that if A

is any compact subset of d such that ®§J = j/: /(z) = fQixz), \x\ = 1Î, then x(/)

is hull subordinate to °>-(/0) for each / in A, where X. is any continuous linear

operator of order zero.  This generalizes Theorem A because the functions  f iz) =

(1 + xz)/(l - xz),  \x\ = 1, are precisely the extreme points of J .  This is a well-

known consequence of the Herglotz representation formula for J .

Our proof of Theorem 1 is quite easy, and it puts such facts in a simple gen-

eral setting.  This is particularly useful because the hypotheses hold for a num-

ber of interesting families of analytic functions, as has been verified quite re-

cently. We indicate such families, most of which concern classes of univalent

functions.

The diversity of applications of Theorem 1 is also due to the abundance of

continuous linear operators of order zero.  In   [14] Robinson was particularly con-

cerned with the operators given by

(1) zfiz),       Vzfiz)]',        fZf{w)-f{0)dw,        l-[Zfiw)dw.
' ' J0 w Z J 0 '

Another interesting operator is the 22th partial sum of the power series of a func-

tion in d. The scope of applications of Theorem 1 is further clarified by Theorem

2, which identifies each continuous linear operator of order zero with a suitable

sequence.

The second half of this paper concerns extremal problems for classes of uni-

valent functions.  Let S denote the subset of d of functions univalent in A that

satisfy /(0) = 0 and /'(0) = 1. Also let St denote the subset of S of star like
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mappings—that is, /(A) is starlike with respect to  w = 0.  We generalize the fol-

lowing theorem proved by  G. M. Golusin in   [5L

Theorem B.( 2) Let <t> be any nonconstant entire function and suppose that

0 < |zn| < 1.   Then, the maximum of either

Refh^]|or Klog^]|

over the class  St  is attained only for a function of the form /(z) = z/(l - xz)   ,

|x|=l.

Golusin's proof of Theorem B depends on a variational method for St obtained

by variations of a monotone function.  In Theorem 3 we prove the analogous result

for the class  Stia) of starlike functions of order a. This family was introduced

by M. S. Robertson in  [12] and we recall that f£Stia) if / e Ö, f (0) = 0,  f'(0) = l

and Re,z/'(z)//(z)|> a for   |z| < 1. We note that   a < 1,  St (0) = St and  Stia)CS

if  a. > 0. Our argument used to prove Theorem 3 depends on several applications

of the basic ideas of subordination and Theorem A.

The argument is equally adapted to prove a similar result for the class Spia)

of spirallike functions with parameter a.  This subclass of 0 is defined by the

conditions /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1 and  Re \eiazj \z)/fiz)\ > 0 for   |z| <1. Here, ais

real and   |a| < 77/2.  We note that SpiO) = St and   Spio-) C S as proved by L. Spacek

in   [15]. After writing this paper, we learned that the results about  Stia) and

Sp(a.) (Theorems 3 and 4) were obtained earlier by B. Pinchuk, Orz starlike and

convex functions of order a, Duke Math. J. 35 (1968), 721-734.   MR 37 #6454;

see Theorems 1 and 14 in the case  n = 1.  Pinchuk's arguments use the variational

methods of Golusin.  The arguments we present ate different and are quite simple

and useful. We shall indicate other families for which such extremal problems can

be resolved by arguments involving subordination.  This approach also was used

by M. S. Robertson in  [13] with regard to the extremal problem of minimizing

mini   1     Re ,<Ï>(î7(z))| where   qiz) = z~  f^piw)dw and   p varies in  J.

2.  Hull subordination, extreme points, and continuous linear operators of

order zero.

Theorem 1.   Let   ?   be any compact subset  of  0   such  that   ®§J"   =

\f: f(z) = fAxz), \x\ = 1}.  // i.  is a continuous linear operator of order zero, then

£(/) is hull subordinate to £(/0) for each f in J".

(2)  This theorem was demonstrated by Golusin with an added restriction that was

shown to be unnecessary by W. E. Kirwan in   [lO].
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Proof.  (We note that since J is compact, §§3" C J  [4, p. 440] and thus our

hypothesis implies that each function /0(xz), |x| = 1, belongs to A.) We shall

prove the assertion more generally for functions belonging to  §J.   Because A is

compact, the Kreïn-Milman theorem   [4, p. 440] and our hypothesis on   SojxF imply

that §J" is the same as the set of functions

(2) f(z) = fxf0Axz)dpAx)

where  p varies over the probability measures on  X = jx: |x| = 1}. If £ is a con-

tinuous linear operator then equation  (2) implies that

(3) £[/(*)]« íxñf0ixz)]dp.ix).

To prove this, note that the integral in (2) may be uniformly approximated in

\z\ < r (0 < r < 1) by a finite sum obtained by approximating p by a convex com-

bination of point masses. We next use the linearity of i. and finally the contin-

uity of 2l.

Because  £ is of order zero, equation  (3) may be expressed as

(4) £[/(*)]= Sx\^f0AW)]}\w._xzdpAx).

Equation (4) shows that the number £[/(z)] is an average with total weight one

of the values of £[/0(tf)] for   \w\ = \z\. Thus, £[/(z)] is contained in the convex

hull of the values of L[f0iw)] for   |w| < \z\, and so £(/) is hull subordinate to

=l(/0) for each / in  ÍCJ.

Remarks and applications of Theorem 1.  1. When applied to   ÎÇJ, Theorem 1

is sharp in the following sense.  If 0 < r < 1 and if  w^ is any point in the convex

hull of the set  W = ¡izz: w = £[/Q(z)], \z\ < r\ then there is a function  / in  §J and

a number Zj  so that Jl[/(zj)] = w^ and   |zj| < r. This is clear if w^ £ W, and

otherwise, we may write wt = z£[/0(z,)] + (1 - iW-[/0(z2)] where   |zj| = \z2\ = r

and 0 < t < 1.  Let x = z 2/'z,  and set /(z) = tfQiz) + (1 - t)fQixz). Then / £ SjxF

and £[/(z,)l = /£[/0(Z,)] + (1 - t)l[fQiz2)] = wv

2. A result of D. Brannan, J. Clunie and W. Kirwan in  [l] implies that if

5"  is the set of functions in d that are subordinate to /0Az) = [(1 + cz)/(l - z)]p

in A(|c| < 1, p > 1), then  Sic? = [/: /(z) = /0(xz),  |x| = 1}. This generalizes the

earlier work of L. Brickman, D. Wilken and this author in  [2] corresponding to the

cases  c = 0 and  p = 1, 2, 3, ••• • It provides interesting families for which

Theorem 1 is applicable. The case  c = 1, p = 1  corresponds to Theorem A and

the case  c = 0, p = 2 corresponds to the result of Robinson quoted earlier.

3. Let  Kia) denote the class of convex functions of order a introduced by

M. S. Robertson in  [12]. Recall that f £ Kia) if fed,  /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1  and

Re \zf"iz)/f'iz) + 1] > a (|z| < 1). In  [3] it was shown that
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®QSt{a) = |/: fiz) = z/(l - xz)2~2a,  |x| = 1 !

and that

®S?K(a) = \g: zg'iz) = /(z), / 6 &§Sr(a)¡.

Theorem 1 is therefore applicable to the set \fiz)/z\ where / £ Stia.) or where

f£Kia).

4. In  [6] and  [8] D. J. Hallenbeck obtained results which show that other

families exhibit the situation described in   3.   For example, if  C(a) denotes the

subset of 0 such that /(0) = 0, /'(0)= 1 and Re f'iz) > a (|z| < 1) then

<S[Cia)] = \f:jiz) = (2a- l)z + ((2a-2)/x) log (1 - xz),  |x| = lj.

Again, Theorem 1 is applicable to the class   !/(z)/z| where  f £ C(a).

A generalization of this situation is the following fact:  if A-  is any linear

homeomorphism of J  onto 5F* then   ©§?* = j/*: /* =£(/), f £&$S\. Thus, if  ?

is a family that satisfies Theorem 1 then so is J*.  If, for example, we begin with

J   and vary  =L  we obtain a variety of families satisfying the theorem.  The home-

omorphism for the family  C(a) is given by i-[/(z)] = z~   f*f(w)dw and is applied

to the family   a+ (1 - a)j.

5. We are not interested in solving specific problems here but rather in indi-

cating the range of applicability of Theorem 1. Whenever its hypotheses hold,

then the determination of the region of variability of  !i-[/(z0)]| with / varying in

ÍCJ  is reduced to the specific problem of examining the set  {j_[/0(z)]| where

lzl 5 lznl* Various extremal problems are hereby reduced to certain specific com-

putations.  A classical example of this is the fact that in order to prove that the

partial sums of a function in  J   have a positive  real part for   |z| < A one merely

needs to show that ReU + 2z + 2z2 + • • • + 2z"l > 0 for   |z| < A (n = 1, 2, . . . ).

Some interesting problems were resolved in  [14] by Robinson using Theorem A

and the analogous result with giz) = 1/(1 - z)  . The problems which can be so

solved are further indicated through our next theorem.

Theorem 2.   Let X.  be a continuous linear operator of order zero.   Then there

is a sequence  \b   \ in = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■) of complex numbers such that

I In(5) Hm i*„rn<i

and if

(6)
/(*)=£«„*"    (|z|<i)

22=0
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then

oo

(?) £[/(*)] = Z «Az"-
*=o

Conversely, if a sequence \b   \ satisfies (5) then the operator £  defined through

(6) and (7) defines a continuous linear operator of order zero.

Proof.  Let  J- be a continuous linear operator of order zero.  Suppose that

/ £ 0 and is given by (6). Then, the linearity and continuity of £ imply that

(8) £[/(*)] = Z al[z"].
n = 0

If we set £[z"] = 2°°    a      zk and  £[/(z)] = S°° „c z  , then  (8) implies that

oo

(9) r=£«a

t=o

Also, if £[/(xz)] = 2°°    d z"  (\x\ < 1), then d   = If n a. **a Since £ is of
n =u    « '    ' — rz fe = U    fe n, k

order zero and   ¡£[/(i7y)]i| = £°° nc x"z" we conclude that  d   = c x"
1 'w=xz n=0    n n n

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... , |x| < 1); that is,

OO

(10) ^akan.kxk-

Since   (10) holds for   |x| < 1 the left-hand side must reduce to a monomial only

involving a term of degree   72.  Therefore,  zz, a        = 0 for   k / n. This conclusion

holds no matter what function  / in  0 we apply the argument to and so by first

choosing such an  / with  a, ¿ 0 fot all   k (tot example, f (z) = 1/(1 - z) will do)

we conclude that   a        = 0 if k / 22.  If we set b   = a        then £[z"] = b z" and
n, k, n n, n n

so £[/(z)] = S°°_0a  b z".  In order to prove that inequality  (5) holds for this

sequence   \b   \ we observe that since  f (z) = 1/(1 - z) is in 0 then  £[/(z)] =

2°° „è z"  must be analytic in   A.  Thus, by Hadamard's formula for the radius of
n=0  n ' J._'

convergence of a power series,  P = 1/limn_00|¿>n|   '" > 1, and so (5) holds.

Conversely, suppose that the sequence  Se  J satisfies  (5) and let £ be de-

fined by (6) and (7). If / £ 0 then, again appealing to Hadamard's formula, the

series in (7) also belongs to 0 for

Tim"   \a h  I Vn < Tirtt   |fl  |1/n • "ürn"  |¿  |1/n < 1.
n   n'        —        „      n „      " —

It is easy to see that £ is the linear and of order zero. To show that £ is con-

tinuous, let the sequence \f A belong to 0 and converge to / uniformly on com-

pact subsets of A, Suppose that   |z| < 2- (0 < r < l) and write
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Then,

/»>> = E «„ kz" and f{z) = E «„*"■
77=0 72=0

|£[/.U)]-£[/U)]| y   (a    , - a )b zn
*-^ n.k 72       72

72 = 0

N

< Z I*
72=0

77, k
n=NA

W  A>1    72, k   n'
n=N + l

\a  b    r"1     72     721

The last two sums can be made small by choosing   N sufficiently large because

£[/,(z)] and  £[/(z)] are analytic in  A.  With  N so chosen then the first sum can

be made small for sufficiently large   k, tot there are only finitely many terms and

a     , —♦ a    as   ie —> oo since  /,   —» / uniformly in   \z\ < r.

Remark.  As an illustration of Theorem 2 we note that the operators defined by

equation   (1)   are described  by the respective  sequences:   [0,  1,  2,  3,   • • • i,

jl, 2, 3, ••• i, [0, 1, 1/2, 1/3, •••}, and  {1, 1/2, 1/3, • • • \. The operator defined by

the 22th partial sum of a power series is given by the sequence that has 1 for its

first  22 + 1 terms and  0 for the remaining terms,

3. Extremal problems for starlike and spirallike mappings. In this section we

obtain two generalizations of Theorem B, one for starlike functions of order a and

one for spirallike functions with parameter a. We begin by obtaining a subordina-

tion result for each class.

One argument used to obtain the subordination depends on Theorem A. We

need to know that if fed, /(0) = 0, fiz)/z p 0, then letting  qiz) = zf'iz)/fiz) we

find that   Ad/dz)log /(z) = [qAz) - 1 ]/z and so by integration

/(z) = z exp |j* i^—-dwy(11)
1 0 w

Also, the fact that  /(z) = log (1 — z) is univalent and convex is used, and this

depends on the computation that  Re \zf  (z)//  (z) + 1 j = Re [1/(1 - z)\ > 1/2 > 0,

if   \z\ <1.

Lemma 1,  // / e St (a) then fiz)/z  is subordinate to Fiz) = l/(l-z)2_2a

Z22   A.

Proof. Suppose that f e Stia) so that, according to (11), we may write

(12) log /(*
= /

z qAw) - 1
dw.

The functions  \q\ consist of those  functions  subordinate  to   q0Az) = a +

(1 - a)(l + z)/(l - z), the function mapping  A one-to-one onto the half-plane
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Re w > a so that  <?n(0) = 1. The integral in  (12) defines a continuous linear oper-

ator of order zero on the family  \q\, and so by Robinson's extension of Theorem

A, we conclude that log ifiz)/z) is hull subordinate to Giz) = f*iqQiw) - l)/wdw.

Since  Giz) = - 2(1 - a)log (1 - z) is univalent and convex in A this hull subor-

dination becomes a subordination.  This is equivalent to  fiz)/z is subordinate

to Fiz).

Lemma 2.   If f £ Spia) then ¡iz)/z  is subordinate to Fiz) = 1/(1 - z)(1+e~ ia)

in A.

Proof.  This is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.  The functions   \q\ ate now

subordinate to  q0 = e"'a[cos a(l + z)/(l - z) + i sin a], another one-to-one map-

ping of A onto a half-plane. We may apply Robinson's result and then drop the

hull in the subordination since  f^iqAw) - l)/wdw = - (e~ la+ l)log (1 - z) is uni-

valent and convex for   |z| < 1.

Remarks.  The result in Lemma 1 was proved by E. Strohhacker in   [16] for

St and for general a by I. S. Jack in  [9] using an entirely different method from

the one presented above. There is another argument by which Lemmas 1 and 2

can be obtained.  The functions in  Stia) ate characterized by the formula

(13) fiz) = z exp i-(2 - 2a) J"   log(l - xz) dpix)>

where  p is a probability measure on  X = \x: |x| = 1 j.  Lemma 1 is a consequence

of formula  (13) and the fact that  fx log (1 - xz)dpix) is subordinate to log (1 - z).

The last subordination follows from the facts that   log (1 - z) is univalent and con-

vex and  p is a probability measure.  In a similar way, Lemma 2 follows from the

representation formula

(14) /(z) = zexpi-(l + e-2'a) fxlog(l-xz)dp(x)\

tot functions in Spia).

Lemma 3. Suppose that g is subordinate to the nonconstant function G in

A and let D = G[iz: |z| < r\] (0 < r < 1). If \zQ\ < r and g(zQ) e r5D then giz) =

Gixz) for some complex number x,   \x\ = 1.

Proof.  Suppose that wQ = gizQ) £ dD, |zn| < r and 0 < r < 1. To each point

wQ on  dD there exists at least one point  z. with   |zj| < r so that  Gizx) = wQ.

Since   G  is an open mapping we must have   |z,| = r. The subordination implies

that giz) = G(<p(z)) where  <p e0, <p(0) = 0 and   |<p(z)| < 1   (|z| < 1) [11, p. 227].

If we set  z2 = <p(zQ), then  Giz2) £ dD. Because of Schwarz's lemma, |z2| < |zQ|

< r and so by the openness of  G we conclude that   |z2| =7. Thus, |zQ| = r and
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so   |<p(zn)| = |zq|. But the equality   |<p(z0)| = \z0|  at any point in  A,  zQ /= 0, im-

plies that 4>Az) = xz and   |x| =1.

Theorem 3. Suppose that $ is a nonconstant entire function and that 0 < \zA

< 1.   Tee« the maximum of either

Re|<D|log-_JJ   or     |*[log— J

over the class  StAa) is attained only for a function of the form /(z) = z/(l - xz) ,

\x\ = 1.

Proof.  Each problem has a solution as  StAa) is compact and the functionals

are continuous.  As pointed out by Golusin in  fo], any function which maximizes

I'Mlog (/(z0)/zQ)]| also maximizes Re je!%[log if izQ)/zQ)]\ for a suitable real

number  ß, and thus we need only consider problems of the first kind.

Suppose that / £ St (a). Lemma 1 implies that fiz)/z is subordinate to Fiz) =

(l-z)_t  ~2a\ which is the same as  log [/(z)/z] is subordinate to log Fiz). Thus,

giz) = $[log (/(z)/z)] is subordinate to Giz) = $[- (2 - 2a) log (1 - z)]. Also, G

is nonconstant, since   $ is nonconstant.

The subordination implies that g[\z: \z\ < r\] C D = G[\z: \z\ < r\] (since the

associated function  <p satisfies   |<p(z)| < \z\) tot each  r  (0 < r < 1 ). The function

GAxz),  \x\ < 1, is subordinate to GAz) and so \giz0): g is subordinate to G in A|

= D where  r = \zQ\. This uses the fact that   GAxz) is also of the form /(z)/z where

f £ StAa). By considering a support line to the compact set D we conclude that

ax   Re<3>   log->=Re2/z,,(15) max
feS

where   w^ £ dD. Since   G  is an open mapping there is a number  z.   so that

\z.\ = r and  G(zj) = 2^,.  Of all the numbers  w.  (there are only finitely many)

satisfying  (15) there is one for which  w^ = <I>[log (/ Az0)/zQ)] where / is a given

solution to the extremal problem.  This is the precise situation described by

Lemma 3 and so

(16) $ [log (/(z)/z)] = <D[- (2 - 2a) log (1 - xz)].

That is, if / is a solution of the extremal problem then  (16) holds for some x,

1*1 = 1.
Since  $ is nonconstant we may write  O(izz) = cn + c wn + c     ,wn      + • • •' 0 72 22 + 1

where c^ ¿ 0. If we let log AfAz)/z) = a. z + a2z2 + ... and - (2 -2a)log (1 -xz) =

/3,z + jS2z + • • • then (16) implies that c„a" = c„ß"- Since c »= 0 this shows

that  a" = ß" and so, in particular,  |a.j| = |/3j|. Since  log AfAz)/z) is subordinate
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to - (2 - 2a)log (1 - xz) the equality   |a.j| = \ßx\  is only possible (note that

ßx =2-2a/0) if log(/(z)/z) = - (2 - 2 a) log (1 - xyz) for some  y, |y| = 1.

Therefore, we conclude that  fiz) =-z/(l - zzz)  ~   a, \u\ = 1, if / is a solution to

the extremal problem.

Theorem 4.  Suppose that $  is a nonconstant entire function and that  0 <

|zq| < 1.   Then the maximum of either

Lr f{z°r <\>log-

!

otver the  class   Spia)   is attained only for a function  of the form   fiz) =

z/il-xz)l+e~2ta,   |x|=l.

Proof.  The proof of this theorem is the same as that given for Theorem 3,

except we appeal to Lemma 2 instead of Lemma 1.

Remarks.   1. Theorems 3 and 4 may be equivalently expressed in the form of

maximizing  Re {<!>[/(z0)/zQ]¡. This follows since the two sets of functions

ÍOtlog ifiz)/z)]\ and  {$[/(z)/z]| with varying entire functions   $> are the same,

because /(z)/z/0 in  A.

2.  Undoubtedly there are a variety of families of analytic functions for which

results like Theorems 3 and 4 hold.  For example, this is the case for zs-fold sym-

metric functions in  Stia) or in  Sp(a). The hypotheses of Stia) and  Spia) could

be combined to obtain such assertions for the normalized functions which satisfy

Reíe¿az/'(z)//(z)¡>/3.

A result which is equivalent to Theorem 3 may be stated for the class   K(a).

If we set

F(z) =

J—\-Vr-il,   if ̂ A,
l-2a\il-z)X-2a      J

-log(l -z),    if a= A,

then the maximum of Re|<I>[log / izQ)]\ over Kia) occurs only for the functions

x~lFixz), \x\ =1. This simply uses the fact that / £ Kia) if and only if zf (z) £

St (a).

The maximum of Re !$[log ifiz0)/zQ)]\ over  K(a) is also attained only by

the functions  x~   Fixz), if   a > x/2. This can be proved by our method, since

fiz)/z is subordinate to  Fiz)/z fot each / in   K(a) when   a > A, as shown in

[3]. This subordination is likely to hold for all   a, and, if so, it would provide

the above result on extremal problems over   K(a) for each   a.
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3.  There are, of course, relationships between the two parts of this paper.

For example, if each function g in a family b ls hull subordinate to gQ, then g0

will solve certain extremal problems over §, namely those of maximizing

max ii _r Re e'^giz). Given the hypotheses of Theorem 1, this asserts that

max max Re el L[/(z)] =   max Re e1 £[/n(z)].

/«f|*|-r |*|-r '°

More generally, in order to maximize max i   i_   Re e!^£[/(z)] over $  it suffices

to find the maximum over Sfçj. If we seek to maximize Re e'sL[fizQ)] over 3"

where  zQ is fixed i\zQ\ < l) and £  is a continuous linear operator, this can be re-

solved by the more general result: if  /  is a continuous, linear functional on  d

and J" is a compact subset of d, then max,e<rRe /(/) = max/egeyjRe /(/).

The kind of problem solved by Theorem 3 could be treated by extreme-point

theory if the extreme points of the family  l^t/(z)/z]| could be determined.  Ex-

cept in the case that  $ is a linear function, generally we cannot expect to deter-

mine this set of extreme points.

However, the extreme points of this family can be found when  / varies in

StAa) (and  SpAa)) with the specific functions  $(w) = A + Bwp, where  p > 0. To

show this, we note that formula  (13) implies that each function in StAa) can be

uniformly approximated on   \z\ < r (0 < r < 1 ) by functions of the form

gAz)=.n —
^(i-vA(2-2a)

where   \x, | =1,  X, > 0 and 2?,A, = 1.  Because of the result  [3, Theorem l],

we may write

péílKíi_I_= f     1   dpAx),
M ü(l-x,z)^(2-2a)      JX Ü-«>«

Ze

where  q - 1".pXA2 - 2a) = p(2 - 2a) and  p is a probability measure on X =

[x: |x] = 1 !. This implies that the set of functions  G representable  by   G(z) =

J" 1/(1 _ xz)q dpix), q = p{2 - 2 a), with varying p is the closed convex hull

of the family  \[f Az)/z]p\, f £ StAa). The mapping p —► G is readily shown to be

one-to-one and thus the extreme points of this hull are precisely the functions

giz) = 1/(1 - xz)q,  \x\ = 1  (see [2, Theorem l]). This obtains the extreme points

for the hull of the family  \A + B[fiz)/z]p\, f £ Stia). In particular, the result of

Theorem 3 can also be proved by extreme-point theory if <5(izz) = A + Bwp.

This last assertion is, of course, less general than Theorem 3, and is not as

"elementary"  as our proof of that theorem. Although we have proved Theorem 4

in this same way we cannot assert that Theorem 1 is applicable to the class Spia).
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An open problem is the determination of S¡)Spia) and   SicSpia), although Theorem

4 and other results about  Spia) suggest an obvious conjecture.
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